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Abstract Media encryption technologies actively play the first line of defense in
securing the access of multimedia data. Traditional cryptographic encryption can
achieve provable security but is unfortunately sensitive to a single bit error, which
will cause an unreliable packet to be dropped creating packet loss. In order to achieve
robust media encryption, the requirement of error resilience can be achieved with
error-resilient media transmission. This study proposes a video joint encryption and
transmission (video JET) scheme by exploiting media hash-embedded residual data
to achieve motion estimation and compensation for recovering lost packets, while
maintaining format compliance and cryptographic provable security. Interestingly,
since video block hash preserves the condensed content to facilitate search of
similar blocks, motion estimation is implicitly performed through robust media
hash matching – which is the unique characteristic of our method. We analyze and
compare the performance of resilience to (bursty) packet loss between the proposed
method and forward error correction (FEC), which has been extensively employed to
protect video packets over error-prone networks. The feasibility of our packet loss-
resilient video JET approach is further demonstrated through experimental results.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Multimedia data transmitted over digital distribution networks can be secured by
first line of defense technologies, i.e., cryptographic encryption. One main weakness
of cryptographic encryption technologies is their absolute fragility in that a single bit
error will render the whole encrypted bitstream wrongly decrypted. However, with
the advancement of the Internet and multimedia technologies, media data is usually
compressed before transmission to save bandwidth and then transmitted in an error-
prone or unreliable environment. The fragility of a cryptographic encryption scheme
will prohibit it from being used for protection or access control of media data. There-
fore, multimedia encryption is different from fragile cryptographic encryption in that
the former needs resilience to attacks. On the other hand, digital watermarking, a
kind of data hiding technologies, plays the role of the second line of defense [33]
in that it provides passive protection only when copyright infringement needs to be
solved. In view of these facts, this study focuses on error-resilient media encryption.

Multimedia encryption [32, 35, 36] needs to satisfy a number of requirements that,
in some aspects, are conflicting, as briefly described in the following.

1. Format compliance: The encrypted video bitstream needs to be compatible with
the syntax of coding standards so that a standard decoder can accept decrypted
bitstream without needing specially designed decoders or additional information
to enable decoding.

2. Security: Security is a cardinal requirement for encryption. Intuitively, cryp-
tographic encryption is a good choice due to its provable security. However,
considering its fragility, other encryption techniques (e.g., permutation, shuffling,
or scrambling) without the side-effect of error propagation are useful at the
expense of sacrificing strong security.

3. Complexity: Modern applications need lower decryption complexity for use on
low-powered consumer electronic devices. However, a higher secure encryption
method needs complex operations.

4. Robustness: A practical media encryption scheme needs to be able to restrict
error propagation and recover lost packets. In packet-switched networks, a single
transmission error that cannot be recovered in the application layer will make a
packet unreliable and then dropped. How to recover the lost packets is known
as the error control problem in the video communication community.

5. Coding efficiency: The increased redundancy due to encryption should be limited
in order not to considerably reduce coding efficiency.

1.1.1 Our contributions

Usually, the aforementioned requirements are conflicting, and proper trade-offs
should be enforced depending on applications. In this paper, we focus on an issue
of error resilience in video encryption that was seldom addressed in the literature.
Due to the characteristic of packet-based networks in treating a packet with at least
one erroneous bit unreliable, such a packet is dropped to create packet loss. Thus,
error resilience of video encryption is regarded to be equivalent to error resilience of
video transmission. In this paper, we investigate a novel media hashing-based error-
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resilient video transmission scheme to meet the requirement of error-resilient video
encryption, while preserving format compliance and provable security at the expense
of an increase in computational complexity and a decrease in coding efficiency.

In the following, related works about error-resilient video encryption and trans-
mission will be reviewed.

1.2 Related work about error-resilient video encryption

Tosun and Feng [29] proposed an error-resilient encryption scheme, which recovers
errors up to the bit-level. However, in view of the fact that packet-based networks
treat a packet with at least one erroneous bit unreliable and drop such a packet to
create packet loss, it would be not enough to merely deal with bit errors.

Error-resilient mode in a video codec is also exploited to achieve error-resilient
video encryption. Although the error-resilient mode of MPEG-4 associated with data
partitioning is able to resist random packet loss, the solution of resistance to bursty
packet loss in video encryption has not been studied in the literature. MPEG-4 video
fine granularity scalability (FGS) was adopted for encryption in Zhu et al. [37]. The
access control at different levels is controlled based on encryption at different layers.
The authors claim that the error resilience of their method was tested according to bit
errors and packet losses in the enhancement layer under the assumption that the base
layer is losslessly transmitted. When the base layer needs to be practically protected
to satisfy error-free (transmission/encryption/etc), the expense of increasing bit rate
is not discussed in their paper.

On the other hand, error-resilient video encryption can also be achieved with
error-resilient video transmission, as described below.

1.3 Related work about error-resilient video transmission

In the literature, the error control methods for video transmission can be roughly
divided into five categories according to how and where the mechanism is operated.

1.3.1 Encoder-level

Error control methods, operated at the encoder-level, are designed to enhance the
resistance of encoded video streams to channel errors and are usually called “error
resilience” technologies. The design strategy is to suitably introduce redundant
information to the encoded bit stream such that the decoded video can preserve
a certain quality when errors are encountered. Among error resilience methods,
inserting re-synchronization markers and data partitioning [18, 22] are able to
efficiently separate errors from the video stream to deter error propagation. Error
resilience can also be achieved based on sophisticated coding techniques such as
layered coding (LC) or multiple-description coding (MDC). In [38], Ziviani et al.
investigate different QoS schemes for MPEG streams and provide analyses among
them to improve the delivery quality of an MPEG stream. More specifically, they
take several issues, including the use of redundancy with FEC to tolerate losses,
compression factor change in MPEG encoder, unequal protection for MPEG frames
in a differentiated services environment, and how to evaluate the impact of network
losses onto application quality, into consideration.
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1.3.2 Transport-level

The error control methods operated at the transport-level employ forward error
correction coding (FEC) [2, 21] by adding redundant information coming from error-
correction code (ECC) to protect the video stream. The penalties include: (i) the
resultant video stream is not format-compliant, and (ii) the coding efficiency is
sacrificed.

1.3.3 Decoder-level

The error control methods that utilize some post-processing mechanisms on the
decoder side to accomplish error recovery without needing to transfer redundant
information are called error concealment (EC) with zero-redundancy [26, 30]. The
error concealment mechanism needs to be triggered by means of syntax-based error
detection. The detectable errors include: (i) loss of synchronization (due to error-
corrupted VLC parameters), (ii) syntax errors in codec, and (iii) errors in transport-
level headers.

1.3.4 Data hiding-based

Recently, data hiding technologies [3, 14, 15, 24, 27] have also been employed for
correcting transmission errors. Song and Liu [27] proposed a motion vector (MV)
protection scheme by embedding the MV parity bits of the current frame into its
subsequent frame. The main drawbacks are that the number of lost slices within
a frame is restricted to one slice and bursty errors are not considered. Shanableh
and Ghanbari [24] proposed an error concealment scheme, which can be regarded
as a data hiding-like method. Since motion vectors play a crucial role in the video
decoding process, they exploited the inherent B-pictures property in a way that the
concealment motion vectors can be restored if it is forced to be derived from the
relationship between a pair of forward and backward motion vectors. Chen et al. [3],
a fragile watermarking approach was proposed to better achieve error detection. The
merit of exploiting the hidden watermark signals is that the errors, beyond syntax
errors, can still be detected.

1.3.5 Side information-based

Recently, the side information concept [1, 23] has been addressed for robust video
transmission. Aaron et al. [1] proposed to extract frame hashes and transmit them
using an independent channel to help the decoder in estimating motion vectors.
This work describes distributed source coding for sensor networks. Sehgal et al. [23]
exploited the idea of peg frame in H.264, which is used to play the role of a reference
frame in order to prohibit from error propagation. However, video frames were
restricted to refer peg frames only in motion estimation, thus the coding efficiency
was sacrificed.

1.4 Our observations

Unequal error protection (UEP) is usually adopted for video transmission in that
significant data is given more protections than insignificant data. In this situation,
motion vectors are usually regarded to be the most important data and should
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be given the strongest protections. For example, in H.264/AVC [4] (http://iphome.
hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip) a normal slice can be partitioned
into three parts, i.e., data partition (DP) A/B/C, each of which is encapsulated into
an individual NAL packet. DP A comprises motion vectors, quantization parameters,
and header information; DP B includes the transformed coefficients of intra-coded
macroblocks and the corresponding block patterns (each indicating the relationship
between a macroblock and its partitioned blocks); and DP C contains the residual
data of inter-coded blocks and the corresponding block patterns. Traditionally, DP A
is regarded to be the most important part, while DP C is the least important from the
viewpoint of visual quality. In addition, when packet loss is detected, a conventional
error concealment (EC) mechanism that can be adopted at the decoder for loss
recovery is recommended. Among them, when the available partitions are B and
C (i.e., motion vectors are lost), the recommended action is to drop data partitions
B and C, and use the motion vectors of the neighboring lossless MBs around the lost
MB for recovery.

However, this research shows that it is not feasible to protect motion vectors
alone, because the recovered quality is still not good enough, in particular for video
sequences with large motions. The residual data (belongs to DP C), even classified
as low-priority streams in data partitioning, is indispensable to repair the high-
frequency information so that the degraded quality can be further recovered. In
addition, one finds that when motion vectors are lost, error concealment is a mech-
anism commonly used for loss recovery, which does not work well for video content
with motions that cannot be neglected. In other words, when motion vectors are
lost, there is not an efficient way to recover them. This issue has not been efficiently
solved in the literature. In view of these facts, a new robust video joint encryption
and transmission (video JET) method based on media-hash-embedded residual data
is presented in this paper. The block hashes are extracted in a way similar to motion
estimation and embedded into the residual data at the encoder, and, later, the hashes
are extracted at the decoder for motion compensation. Specifically, when the packet
used for motion estimation in DP A is lost, its block hash is used for block matching,
and the best match is used to replace the lost data for motion compensation. In
particular, if the recovered block is further combined with the residual data (in DP
C), then the recovered data can be more similar to the lost data.

In this paper, we target the goal of robust video joint encryption and transmission.
For commercial applications, high quality (bit-rate) video is acceptable for users who
are authentic and own the authorized decryption keys. In addition, the high quality
video is worthy of being protected by encryption technology. Therefore, despite the
different priorities of data partitions A, B, and C, they all play the key roles in our
study here.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, why the
error resilience problem in media encryption can be equivalent to that in media
transmission is described. In Section 3, the general principle of media hashing is
discussed, and the proposed video hashing technique for motion estimation and
compensation is described. In Section 4, the paper describes the proposed error-
resilient video encryption and transmission scheme. In Section 5, the analysis and
comparison of error recovery between this method and forward error correction is
described. Experimental results are given in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.

http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip
http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip
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2 Problem statement: error-resilient video joint encryption and transmission

A common way to achieve robustness of media encryption is to turn on the error
concealment mode in a specific coding standard. However, the inherent capability
of error concealment is rather restricted because the surrounding motion vectors
of a lost packet and its own motion vector are often inconsistent. Therefore, one
should consider error-resilient video encryption to be equivalent to error-resilient
video transmission plus encryption. In other words, repairing the quality degradation
caused by packet loss is the key achieving error-resilient video joint encryption and
transmission.

In this paper, a new error-resilient video joint encryption and transmission scheme
is presented, which exploits the embedded block hashes for macroblock matching at
the decoder to search for the best target (motion estimation) and use it to recover
(motion compensation) the lost packets. Since robust media hashing is considered
(see Section 3 and [16]), partial content matching still permits one to find the
desired target without certainly affecting the capability of motion estimation and
compensation. In contrast to motion vector embedding [27] for recovering the lost
macroblocks, even a few bit errors may render the extracted motion vector signif-
icantly different from the embedded one so as to affect the recovery performance.
In addition, the size of a motion vector may be too large to be totally embedded.
However, if hiding capacity is limited, partial hash matching is still possible to find
the best match. The above reasons explain the reason why block hash is embedded
at the encoder for motion estimation and compensation at the decoder in this
study.

In addition to error resilience, the other requirements of media encryption,
including security and format compliance, are also taken into consideration. To our
knowledge, a technology using robust video encryption against packet loss beyond
traditional error control mechanisms has not been found in previous literature.

3 Media hash

3.1 General principle

The media hash [5, 16], also known as the “digital signature” [13, 17] or “media
fingerprint” [6, 7], has been widely used in many applications, including content
authentication, copy detection, media recognition, error resilience, and distributed
video coding [8, 9]. Referring to the image space shown in Fig. 1, let I denote an im-
age, and let X denote the set of images that are modified from I by means of content-
preserving operations (e.g., filtering, compression, and geometric distortions) and are
defined as being perceptually similar to I. Although perceptual similarity is still an ill-
posed concept [11, 31], a block hash-based matching metric for macroblock searching
will be proposed in the next section. We further use Y to denote those images that are
modified from I but can hardly be recognized as originating in I. For example, severe
noise adding and severe cropping are two representative attacks that can generate
the elements of Y . In addition, Z is a set which contains all the other images that are
irrelevant to I and its modified versions. Consequently, {I} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z is a case that
forms an entire image space.
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Fig. 1 The Image Space. I is
an element in the image space.
X denotes the set of images
modified from I that are still
perceptually similar to I.
Y denotes the set of images
modified from I that are
perceptually different from I.
Z is the set of images that are
irrelevant to I

In order to represent the condensed essence of an image for perceptual similarity
measurement, a hash function is usually employed. Conventionally, a cryptographic
hash function, Hc, is used to map an image I as a short binary string, Hc(I). One
of the most important properties of cryptographic hashing is that it is collision-free,
which means that it is hard to find two different images that can be transformed to
produce the same hashes. Let z ∈ Z , and let z and I be distinct. The collision-free
property of cryptographic hashing will yield Hc(I) �= Hc(z). Furthermore, let x ∈ X ;
then, cryptographic hashing will yield Hc(I) �= Hc(x). This implies that cryptographic
hashing inherently produces totally different hash sequences if the media content has
been modified.

However, this characteristic is too restricted to be suitable for multimedia ap-
plications since multimedia content permits acceptable distortions. As a result, it is
necessary to develop a media hashing function, Hm, that can provide error-resilience.
The error-resilience property of media hashing is defined as follows. It is said that x
(∈ X ) is successfully identified as having been modified from I if d(Hm(I), Hm(x)) ≤
ε holds, where d(·, ·) indicates a Hamming distance function. In other words, if
two images are perceptually similar, their corresponding hashes must be highly
correlated. In addition, the desired media hash function still needs to possess the
collision-free property, like cryptographic hashing, except that the distance measure
is changed to d(Hm(I), Hm(x)) > ε. On the other hand, it is insignificant whether
y (∈ Y) can be identified as having been modified from I or not because y is
severely degraded from I and they are perceptually dissimilar in terms of similarity
measurement. It should be noted that the traditional cryptographic hash function is
a special case of the media hash function in that its ε value is set to 0. As a whole, the
main idea behind media hashing is to develop a robust hash function that can identify
perceptually similar media contents and possess the collision-free property.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of extraction and comparison of video frame
hashes that conforms to the media hash principle described above.

3.2 Proposed video block hashing

In this section, the proposed video block hash extraction technique is described for
partitioned blocks that are generated from macroblock partitioning in H.264. For
a partitioned block, it is further divided into several smaller blocks of size 4 × 4,
which is the minimum block size in H.264 video coding. The hierarchical relationship
among various types of “blocks” is shown in Fig. 3. Let MBb,m,s,f denote the b -th
partitioned block of the m-th macroblock from the s-th slice of the f -th frame. In
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HASH (frame 250)-
1010110000...

HASH (frame 251)-
1010110010...

HASH (frame 255)-
0111001101...

Should be approximately
the same

Should be
significantly different

Fig. 2 Illustration of video frame hash extraction and matching

order to simplify notation, hereafter, this paper will use MBb to represent MBb,m,s,f.
For each 4 × 4 block, local DCT is performed. Let nb denote the number of 4 ×
4 blocks in MBb and let DCTq

b (d) denote the d-th AC component of the q-th 4 ×
4 block of MBb. To facilitate our discussion, the adopted notations are shown in
Table 1.

Now, one can define the video block hash sequence, MHb, of MBb. Specifically,
the video block hash proposed here consists of an edge hash, a sign hash, and a
magnitude hash, as shown in Fig. 4. Among them, edge hash, Eb, of MBb is used
to specify whether a partitioned block MBb is smooth or not (edge-like); sign hash,
Sb, is used to represent the signs of AC coefficients in MBb; and magnitude hash, Mb,
specifies the magnitude differences for AC coefficient pairs in MBb.

In this method, the first ns (1 ≤ ns ≤ 16) subbands in the 4 × 4 DCT domain are
considered for robust hash generation. For Eb, its element is defined as:

Eb (i) =
{

0, if edge(DCTq
b (d)) is edge-like;

1, if edge(DCTq
b (d)) is smooth,

(1)

Fig. 3 Hierarchical
relationship among various
types of blocks (MB:
macroblock; MBb: partitioned
block) and slice

Slice

MB MB MB MB

-th MB

-th slice

m

bMB

s
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Table 1 Notations in
Section 3.2

MBb The b -th partitioned block in a macroblock
m The index of macroblock
s The index of slice
f The index of frame
nb The number of 4 × 4 blocks in a macroblock
ns The number of subbands
q The index of 4 × 4 block
d The index of the DCT AC coefficient in a MBb

i The index of edge, sign, or magnitude hash bit
DCTb The DCT coefficients of MBb

Eb The edge hash of MBb

Sb The sign hash of MBb

Mb The magnitude hash of MBb

MRb The residual data of MBb

RMBb The partitioned macroblock in the reference
frame most similar to MBb

MHb The media hash of RMBb

where 1 ≤ q ≤ nb , 1 ≤ d ≤ ns, and edge(DCTq
b (d)) represents the edge detection

result, which contains either a horizontal or vertical edge feature in a 4 × 4 block
[10]. For Sb, the sign hash bit is defined as:

Sb (i) =
{

0, if sgn(DCTq
b (d)) ≥ 0;

1, if sgn(DCTq
b (d)) < 0,

(2)

where sgn(·) denotes the sign of its argument. The element of Mb is defined as:

Mb (i) =
{

0, if sgn(|DCTq
b (d)| − |DCT(q+1) mod nb

b (d)|) ≥ 0;
1, if sgn(|DCTq

b (d)| − |DCT(q+1) mod nb

b (d)|) < 0.
(3)

Finally, the video block hash sequence of a partitioned block is produced by
concatenating the edge hash, sign hash, and magnitude hash together, as shown in
Fig. 4. The block-based video hash constructed above is a binary sequence.

Let MHb ,m,s, f (i) denote the i-th hash bit of the b -th partitioned block of the m-
th macroblock from the s-th slice of the f -th frame. Similarly, MHb (i) is used to
represent MHb ,m,s, f (i) to simplify notation. For a partitioned block, MBb, its hash,
MHb, will be embedded into the corresponding residual data, MRb of MBb.

However, for this media hash-based error-resilient video transmission scheme, we
have to stress that the block hash, MHb, is not extracted from the partitioned block,
MBb, in this paper. On the contrary, the partitioned block, RMBb, in the reference
frame that is most similar to the partitioned block, MBb, (as depicted in Fig. 5) is
searched by means of motion estimation. Then, the hash of the found reference
partitioned block, RMBb, is extracted as MHb, which will be embedded into MRb.
The key is that when MBb is lost, one can guarantee the ability to find the best
match from a “reference frame” for recovery purpose by means of hash matching-
based motion compensation. More specifically, if MHb is extracted from MBb and

Fig. 4 Format of a video block
hash
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MV

MBb

RMBb

Reference frame Current frame

4

4)(dDCT q
b )(1 dDCT q

b
+

Fig. 5 Search of partitioned blocks in reference frames for robust media hash generation

embedded into MRb, then when MBb is lost, it is difficult to find a “best match” to
the extracted block hash (due to loss of MBb) that is guaranteed to be similar to
MBb. On the contrary, if MHb is extracted from RMBb in the reference frame that
is most similar to the lost block MBb, then finding a block similar to MBb can be
better guaranteed as long as the corresponding block in the reference frame is not
lost either. Figure 6 illustrates an example of the above strategy. In addition, when
the best matched partitioned block is found, the residual data of the non-lost packet
in DP C can be further added to better reconstruct the partitioned block because the
effect of error propagation in the temporal domain can be reduced.

Fig. 6 The relationship between MBb and RMBb, and their corresponding media hash bits. If MBb
is lost, then the hash of RMBb embedded in the residual data of MBb can be extracted to find RMBb
for approximate recovery of MBb because MBb and RMBb look perceptually similar
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Fig. 7 Block diagrams of the proposed error-resilient video JET method: a Encoder; b Decoder

4 Proposed error-resilient video joint encryption and transmission method

The block diagrams of the proposed video JET method at the encoder and decoder
sides are, respectively, depicted in Fig. 7a and b. The new coding standard H.264
is adopted with its data partitioning mode turned on. As shown in Fig. 7a, media
hashes are generated based on the macroblock partitioned blocks in the DCT domain
(Section 3.2) and embedded via rate-distortion optimization [19] into the residual
data in DP C. After hash embedding is performed, some important data is selected
for light-weight encryption using 3-DES. In order to achieve format compliance,
encryption is conducted before entropy coding. On the decoder side, the decoding
and decryption processes shown in Fig. 7b are the inverse operations of the encoder.

This method possesses many advantages. First, the bit-rate after encryption is
performed is not increased1 since the data selected for encryption does not affect
coding efficiency at all. Second, encryption is conducted based on a video slice
(encapsulated as a packet), thus, transmission error propagation among different
video packets are avoided. Third, the encryption format is compatible to video codecs
in that the encrypted video can be decoded without needing additional information.
Fourth, the achievable security is guaranteed up to the provable security provided
by 3-DES. Finally, a new (bursty) packet loss-resilient technique is proposed for

1Since block hashes are embedded for error resilience, the final bit-rate will be increased due to
embedding.
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Fig. 8 Different types of
encryption unit: a all-in-one
encryption; b
desynchronization between
video packets and encryption
units; and c synchronization
between video packets and
encryption units

Video
Packet

Video
Packet
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Packet

Encryption
Unit

Encryption
 Unit

Encryption
Unit

Encryption
Unit

Encryption
Unit
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(b)

(c)

...

...

...

video joint encryption and transmission. In the following, each component will be
specifically described.

4.1 Basic structure of H.264 and light-weight encryption

The basic encoding/decoding unit in H.264 is a slice, which is composed of several
macroblocks. Therefore, the basic unit for encryption should be carefully selected by
considering different video encoding units, including packets, slices, data partitions,
etc. Basically, the encryption unit can have one of three different types, as depicted
in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8a, the important parts of the whole video packets are encrypted
into only one unit. In this situation, even one bit error or one packet loss will lead
to totally incorrect decryption. In Fig. 8b, video packets and encryption units are de-
synchronized, i.e., an encryption unit is not composed of exactly integer number of
packets. Once a video packet is lost, not only is the lost packet erroneously decrypted,
but also the corresponding neighboring video packet is erroneously propagated. For
example, whenever encryption unit 1, containing packet 1 and partial packet 2, is
lost, the remaining packet 2 in encryption unit 2 cannot be correctly decrypted. In
Fig. 8c, the size of a video packet is exactly equal to that of an encryption unit, which
implies that the number of the encryption units is equal to the number of the video
packets. When video packets are lost, either an error concealment or error resilience
technique can be employed to recover the lost packets. In addition, the encrypted
bits in the lost video packets won’t be propagated thereby affecting the decryption
of other video packets. Therefore, the encryption unit shown in Fig. 8c is suitable for
packet video joint encryption and transmission, and is adopted here.

The goal of the proposed method is for commercial applications. Therefore, the
visual quality of an encrypted video has been partially destroyed, the intended
receivers need to pay to decrypt the light-weight encrypted video stream. As for
applications such as military or confidential video conferencing that require higher
security, the proposed light-weight video encryption method is not suitable because
even slight but un-clear information is not allowed to be revealed.

Based on the above concerns, only the sign bits of DC components in I-frames and
the sign bits of MVs2 in P-frames are selected for encryption. Thus, the proposed
method is a kind of selective encryption [25] in the sense that only important

2If the number of sign bits of MVs is not large enough for block-based encryption, some sign bits of
DCT coefficients will be additionally used.
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information is encrypted while saving computational overhead. With the selected
data, the well-known cryptographic encryption mechanism 3-DES is applied to
perform encryption.

4.2 Media hash hiding at encoder for error resilience

The media hashes of reference partitioned blocks, RMBb’s, are extracted in the
DCT domain using the technique described in Section 3.2 and are embedded into
the residual data of their corresponding MBbs. The residual data, selected as the
hiding carrier, is the non-zero AC coefficients. During the data hiding process, the
rate-distortion optimization mechanism is employed to achieve the optimized mode
selection and guaranteed coding efficiency, as depicted in Fig. 7a.

Here, a simple odd-even data hiding technique is applied for hash bit embedding.
Let MRb be the residual data corresponding to MBb. Let MRb (i) and MRh

b (i) be,
respectively, the i-th residual data (i.e., DCT coefficients) in MRb before and after
embedding. They are related as

MRh
b (i) =

{
sgn(MRb (i))(|MRb (i)| + 1), if MRb (i) mod 2 �= MHb (i);
MRb (i), otherwise.

(4)

The principle of this embedding is to enlarge the magnitude of the DCT coefficient
with the aim that only the non-zero AC coefficients are selected as the hiding carrier,
which is the prior information for the purpose of hash embedding and extraction.

If the number of non-zero DCT coefficients in MRb is smaller than the size of
the hash MHb, then not all hash bits can be embedded. In this study, the embedding
capacity with respect to MBb is, thus, calculated as the minimum value between the
number of non-zero coefficients in MRb and the size of the hash MHb. If the capacity
is not large enough for embedding all of the hash bits of a macroblock, this proposed
method cannot provide the best effort for error resilience. Hence, the high bit-rate
video stream, containing more non-zero residual data, is the target that this method
is better to be applied to. Recall that for commercial applications that are the focus of
this paper, high quality (bit-rate) video is acceptable for users who are authentic and
own the authorized decryption keys. Thus, high quality videos are worthy of being
protected by encryption technology.

4.2.1 Analysis of distortions caused by hash embedding

As indicated in (4), hash bits are embedded into the residual data. Let �s be the
uniform quantization parameter for a DCT subband s (1 ≤ s ≤ ns). It is reasonable
to assume that the expectation of the quantization distortions, Es

Q, is uniformly
distributed over the interval �s. One has

Es
Q = 1

�s

∫ �s
2

−�s
2

x2dx = �2
s

12
, (5)

which is well-known in the video codec community. In addition, when embedding is
further performed, the distortion introduced for residual data in the b -th partitioned
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block, i.e., MRh
b (i) − MRb (i), is also uniformly distributed over the interval �s.

According to the embedding rule in (4), one can derive

E
(
MRh

b (i) − MRb (i)
) = 1

2

�2
s

12
+ 1

2

1

�s

∫ −�s
2

−3�s
2

x2dx = 7�2
s

12
. (6)

By comparing (5) and (6), one can find that the distortions increased due to
embedding in a DCT subband s is �2

s
2 .

4.3 Media hash extraction at decoder

When packet loss occurs during encrypted video transmission, the embedded block
hashes are extracted for block hash matching-based motion compensation to achieve
error recovery, as shown in Fig. 7b. Assume that the MVs of MBb are lost but its
residual data is still error free due to data partitioning employed in this method. The
media hash bits can be extracted from the residual data of a slice as

MHb (i) = MRb (i) mod 2. (7)

4.4 Two-stage hash matching at decoder

To facilitate discussion here, the adopted notations are shown in Table 2. When
the reference partitioned block hash MHb is extracted, the block hash matching
process is performed to search for the most similar block and use it to recover the
lost block. In some applications, if high-complexity is permitted, then a two-stage
hash matching mechanism proposed below is employed to improve accuracy of hash
matching. In this study, so-called two-stage hash matching contains the first-stage
matching process, which is a forward hash matching process searching similar blocks
from the reference frames ahead of the current frame, and the second-stage matching
process, which is a backward hash matching process searching the frames subsequent
to the current frame. Two-stage hash matching can overcome a disadvantage due to
possibly limited hiding capacity provided in the residual data, in that a one-stage (i.e.,

Table 2 Notations in
Section 4.4

MBbp A reference block in a reference frame ahead of the
current frame

MHbp The media hash of MBbp

SMBb1
p

The set of candidates found in the first-stage

hash matching
MBb1

p
An element of SMBb1

p

MHb1
p

The media hash of MBb1
p

MBbni
A block in the backward referencing frames

MHbni
The media hash of MBbni

MHc
b The concatenated media-hash used in the second-stage

matching
MHc

b1
p

The vector of media hash bits with common positions

between MHb1
p

and MHc
b

SMBb2
p

The set of candidates found in the second-stage

hash matching
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forward) hash matching process may find a large number of candidates, which make
the final selection of the target block difficult. Figure 9 depicts a scenario of two-stage
hash matching.

More specifically, in the first-stage hash matching process, the hash sequences
extracted from the blocks of the search windows in the reference frames are utilized
to compare with that of the lost block stored in the residual data. In Fig. 9, MBbp

indicates a reference block in a reference frame ahead of the current frame. Let
MHbp be the hash extracted from MBbp . If the bit error rate (BER) resulted from
hash matching, BER(MHb, MHbp), is less than a threshold Thb , then all such blocks
are collected as a set, SMBb1

p
= {MBbp |BER(MHb, MHbp) < Thb }, which forms a

candidate list. In SMBb1
p
, its elements MBb1

p
’s will be further sieved out via the

second-stage matching process.
In the second-stage hash matching process, the search range in the temporal

domain is from the current frame to the next few frames with the aim of exploiting the
backward referencing characteristic to further determine the best match from SMBb1

p

for error recovery. Given the reference block MBbni
in the backward referencing

frames, as shown in Fig. 9, the size of the overlap area represents its contribution
in describing partial similarity between MBb and MBbni . Thus, backward block hash
matching can help to further sieve out the blocks from SMBb1

p
that are dissimilar to

MBb and keep the most similar blocks for final selection.
Based on the above discussions, a practical implementation of second-stage hash

matching is described as follows. First, a so-called concatenated media hash is
represented as:

MHc
b =

⋃
i

(MHbni
|MBb), (8)

where MHbni
represents the media hash of MBbni and (MHbni

|MBb) represents the
common hash bits in the overlap area between MBb and MBbni . In this way, both
MBb and MBbni (for all i) have the hash bits in common, which will be collected, as

Fig. 9 Illustration of two-stage hash matching
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indicated in (8). The overlap area in middle picture of Fig. 9 indicates the positions
of MHc

b. Similarly, let MHc
b1

p
represent the vector of media hash bits with common

positions between MHb1
p

(an element of SMBb1
p
) and MHc

b. Let BERmin be the
minimum value of BER(MHc

b, MHc
b1

p
) for all MHc

b1
p
. The candidate blocks in SMBb1

p

that are considered to be very similar to the lost block MBb are determined by:

SMBb2
p
= {

MBb1
p
|BER

(
MHc

b, MHc
b1

p

) = BERmin, ∀MHc
b1

p

}
. (9)

Since the number of elements in SMBb2
p

may be larger than 1, an edge detection
[20] based side-match strategy is further exploited to choose the final target for
recovery. If the lost MBb is judged to be edge-like, which is described by the edge
hash in MHb, then the edge orientation calculated from each candidate block in
SMBb2

p
is used for matching with the boundary blocks neighboring to the lost block

and the one with the best match is chosen as the final target. If the lost block is
determined to be smooth, a conventional side-match process (depending only on
spatial interpolation) is applied for choosing the final target. Figure 10 illustrates an
example of candidate list obtained after performing two-stage hash matching. We
can observe that the candidate blocks are highly correlated to the original content of
the corrupted block.

After describing the two-stage hash matching process, one must now define the
“search range,” which concerns the trade-off between error resilience and complex-
ity. Let the lost macroblock MBm,s,f be located at the m-th macroblock of the s-th
slice in the f -frame. Here, the search range is defined to be the set, �, of positions
covered by the set, �, of macroblocks neighboring to MBm,s,f. Both � and � are
expressed as:

� = {MBms,ss,fs ||ms − m| ≤ mw, |ss − s| ≤ sw, | fs − f | ≤ fw},
� = {(x, y)|(x, y) is a pixel position of the macroblock belonging to �}, (10)

Fig. 10 An example of candidate list obtained after hash matching
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where mw, sw, and fw define the search range with respect to m, s, and f . In this work,
the size of the search range is simply defined to be the one used for motion estimation
at the encoder. It should be noted that larger search range is beneficial to find the
desired target with a longer motion vector corresponding to the lost macroblock at
the expense of spending more computational time.

On the other hand, in order to obtain accurate motions, we must use the positions
in � as a starting pixel of a block for hash matching. We further let �ψ denote the
blocks whose starting pixel belongs to �. Thus, we have �ψ ⊃ �. With the search
range, the block hash is extracted from each block belonging to �ψ and compared
with the extracted hash MHb by calculating their Hamming distance, as stated above.

The starting point for block matching is based on the position of the lost parti-
tioned block because the assumption that even when MVs in a packet are lost, the
corresponding residual data may still be free from loss due to data partitioning is
employed in our method. Once residual data is lost, baseline error concealment will
finally be applied.

5 Analysis of error recovery between our method and forward error correction

In this section, comparison of error resilience between the proposed method (video
JET) and forward error correction (FEC) is analyzed because FEC has been exten-
sively employed to protect the video packets transmitted over error-prone networks.
In the proposed method, hash bits extracted from a macroblock are hidden in the
corresponding residual data. The block hash hiding provides the side information to
recover the lost packets at the expense of increasing bit rate. On the other hand,
FEC based on well-known error correction coding (ECC) is able to recover the lost
packets only if the error rate is less than a pre-determined threshold. In order to
fairly compare their performance, the increased bit rate has to be kept the same.

5.1 Error resilience of video JET

Let nmh be the number of partitioned blocks in a macroblock. It is said that “media
hash collision” happens when the BER calculated between the media hash extracted
from a candidate block and the embedded media hash is less than a threshold
Thb . Let the media hash collision probability be pcmh. Thus, the probability of nd

partitioned block hash detected to be identical to the original partitioned block hash
in a macroblock is assumed to obey binomial distribution:

p(nd) = (nmh
nd

) · pcmh
nd · (1 − pcmh)

nmh−nd . (11)

In addition, if all partitioned blocks are detected to be identical to the original
partitioned blocks, the probability is:

p(nd = nmh) = pcmh
nmh . (12)

5.2 Error resilience of FEC

The recovery capability of FEC is related to three parameters, (n, k, t), where the
original data has k bits and is expanded to n bits, where n − k = 2t bits are the
memory overhead used for error resilience. Due to consideration of packet loss in
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video transmission, the correction unit of FEC is set to “packet” instead of “bit” in
the remainder of this paper. Let the additional memory overhead generated from
FEC be the set Ot. Let the number of packets generated after FEC in a video frame
be n and let the packet loss rate be pl . The number of lost packets, npe, is calculated
to be n × pl . For a video frame, FEC-based packet recovery can be operated in three
cases described below.

Case 1: If npe < t holds, then all lost packets can be completely recovered. Under
this situation, the recovery probability corresponding to case 1 can be
calculated as

p(npe < t) =
t−1∑
i=0

(n
i

)
pi

l(1 − pl)
n−i. (13)

Case 2: If 2t ≥ npe ≥ t holds and all lost packets exactly belong to Ot, then the
original data still can be completely recovered. One can calculate the
probability of case 2 as

p(2t > npe ≥ t∧lost packets ∈ Ot) =
2t∑

i=t

(
2t
i

)
pi

l(1 − pl)
2t−i. (14)

Case 3: Packet loss occurs beyond case 1 and case 2 so that k packets are totally
lost. Under this situation, the probability is calculated as

p(npe > 2t or FEC fails) = 1 − p(npe < t) − p(2t≥npe

≥ t∧lost packets ∈ Ot). (15)

From the above discussions, one can see that FEC can provide perfect recov-
ery capability with probability p(npe < t) + p(2t≥npe ≥ t, erroneous packets ∈ Ot).
When case 3 is encountered, lost packets cannot be recovered by means of FEC
as the decoder uses the standard error concealment mechanism to recover the lost
packets. In this study, the conventional EC provided by the H.264 JM software
(http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip) is used.

Now, the recovery capability of EC when FEC fails can be analyzed as follows.
Based on the characteristics of H.264, let the number of MVs in an original (error-
free) macroblock be nmv . The correct MV detection is defined that the MV found
by EC is similar to that in the original (error-free) macroblock if their Euclidean
distance3 is less than a threshold Thm. We further let the correct MV detection
probability be pcmv and let the number of correctly detected motion vectors in
a macroblock be nd. Similarly, the probability that all the MVs of a macroblock
detected to be similar to the original MVs is

p(nd = nmv) = pcmv
nmv . (16)

3In order to provide analytic comparison between the hash-based method and EC of H.264, the
Euclidean distance measured between a pair of motion vectors in EC corresponds to the bit error
rate measured between a pair of hash sequences in the proposed method.

http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip
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5.3 Video JET vs. FEC

By calculating the probabilities shown in (13) and (14), respectively, it is found that
the probability of FEC to achieve perfect error protection is sufficiently small. For
example, in a QCIF video sequence, let the FEC parameter, (n, k, t) based on Reed-
Solomon (RS) code be selected as (11, 9, 1), which has an increase in bit-rate of 22%.
Also, let the average bursty length be 4 [12]. Under these circumstances, more than
half of bursty lost packets cannot be recovered by FEC, therefore, Case 3 happens.
On the other hand, if the FEC-based approach would like to correct up to 4 bursty
lost packets, RS(17, 9, 4) should be used, which generates an increase of bit-rate,
88.9%, which is sufficiently large. These pieces of evidence indicate that in most
situations it is reasonable to compare error recovery capability between the proposed
method and FEC under Case 3 only.

In the proposed method, in order to have more media hash hiding capacity, nmh

is designed as small as possible. However, in general H.264 implementation, nmv is
usually large to have higher coding efficiency. On the other hand, in the proposed
method, pcmh is generally high because the embedded media hash can describe the
condensed essence of the lost block and use it to search for similar ones from the
reference frames. Nevertheless, pcmv depends on motion vector consistency between
the lost block and its neighboring lossless blocks. Once MV consistency does not
exist, pcmv would be very small. To summarize the above discussions, nmh < nmv and
pcmh > pcmv mostly hold in practice. As a result, by comparing (12) and (16) one
gets

pcmh
nmh > pcmv

nmv , (17)

which implies that the proposed method outperforms FEC in that visually similar
blocks are easier to be found for the purpose of error recovery. Experimental
comparison between the proposed method and FEC will be provided in Section 6
to further verify this analytic result.

6 Experimental results

6.1 Experimental setup

Several experiments were conducted to validate the capability of the proposed
error-resilient video JET method. The H.264 codec (http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/
tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip) was adopted for video compression and 3-DES was
adopted for video encryption due to its provable security. A number of standard
video sequences of frame size 176 × 144 in the QCIF format were used for ex-
periments. Among them (http://www.ece.cmu.edu/∼ece796/mpeg4.pdf), the Table-
tennis sequence, belonging to video Class C, contains high spatial detail and medium
amount of movement or vice versa, whereas the Foreman sequence, belonging video
Class B, contains medium spatial detail and low amount of movement or vice versa
(It is also known that still video sequences, e.g., Akiyo, belong to Class A). The GOP
structure of length 15 is defined to be “IPP...P,” which contains 1 I frame and 14 P
frames.

The error-prone network was simulated by means of a two-state Markov chain
model [34] with bursty packet loss [12], which contains two states, “Reception State”

http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip
http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/download/old_jm/jm96.zip
http://www.ece.cmu.edu/$sim $ece796/mpeg4.pdf
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and “Loss State.” Each packet was assigned with one of the two states. Let PLL,
PLR, PRL and PRR denote the transition probabilities, where R denotes “Reception
State” and L denotes “Loss State.” For example, PLR is the transition probability
from the “Loss State” to the “Reception State.” The average bursty length, Lb , and
packet loss rate, Pl , are, respectively, defined as:

Pl = PRL

PLR + PRL
;

Lb = 1

PLR
.

The bursty packet loss [12] with parameters determined as Lb = 4 and Pl = 0.05
were adopted.

In this paper, we focus on recovery of lost motion vectors and assume that no
errors occur in I frames.4 As a result, I-frame can be set to start from the “Reception
state.” In this implementation, the mode of data-partition in H.264 was turned on,
which contains motion vectors (DP A), intra-blocks (DP B), and residual data (DP
C). Among them, the residual data in DP C was adopted as the hiding carrier for me-
dia hash hiding. The error resilience of the proposed method was also compared with
the fundamental mechanism, i.e., error concealment associated with the advanced
coding standard, H.264 (case 3 of FEC). Since not only the MV inconsistent blocks
but also error-propagated blocks will be encountered, in this method the blocks that
are perceptually similar to the lost block are the targets to be found to guarantee
packet loss recovery. Therefore, a higher threshold Thb < 0.5 used in the first-stage
hash matching is set in order to not leave out possible candidates. With the assistance
of the two-stage hash matching process, dissimilar blocks can be eliminated.

6.2 Error resilience of the proposed method

In the first experiment, the quality loss due to block hash embedding was studied.
Figure 11 shows the comparison of PSNR values between a decoded (without data
embedding) video, a decoded+embedded video. The video bit-rate was 960 Kbps.
It is not surprising to note that the objective quality, measured in terms of PSNR,
is degraded due to hash embedding. However, this cost is paid for in protection of
videos transmitted over error-prone networks.

For subjective quality evaluation of selective encryption, a typical pair of unen-
crypted and encrypted frames is shown in Fig. 7a. As one can see from the right part
of Foreman in Fig. 7a much of the visual information (e.g., eyes, mouth, nose, and
fingers) cannot be seen in the encrypted frame. This is because significant motions are
contained in the Foreman sequence and the sign bits of motion vectors were selected
for encryption. Although little background information can also be revealed, by
considering the significant degraded quality this encrypted video loses its commercial
value.

4In the literature, one common strategy for protecting the I-frame adopts strong FEC with large
redundant bits. However, it is well known that to conceal the errors for blocks within the inter-
frames with large motions is challenging. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on error resilience for
inter-frames.
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(a) Table-tennis sequence (b) Foreman sequence

Fig. 11 PSNR comparisons before (H.264) and after (our method) data hiding: a Table-tennis
sequence. b Foreman sequence. The bit rate is set to be 960 Kbps at encoder

On the other hand, Figs. 12 and 13 show the visual quality comparison between a
pair of cover and watermarked frames to illustrate the visual distortion introduced by
hash embedding. As one can see from these examples, the embedding effect is hard
to be perceived subjectively. After performing the proposed method, the increased
bit rates are within the range of 20% ∼ 30% in P-frames. In this case, 3 ∼ 4 dB quality
degradation can be measured objectively. The reason is that all non-zero coefficients
in DP C are embedded with the hash bits and that macroblock partitions are also
modified to yield more hiding carriers. However, the cost of increasing bit rate can
be compensated for by using the embedding information for the purpose of error
resilient video joint encryption and transmission considered here.

In the second experiment, the capability of resilience to packet loss between the
hash-assisted macroblock searching method and the error concealment method was
investigated. The final recovery results, obtained by averaging from 30 runs with
different embedding keys for packet loss simulations, are shown in Fig. 14 for two
different video sequences. In the beginning, packet loss has not occurred and the
proposed method exhibits lower PSNRs than EC due to data hiding. Once packet
losses happen, the proposed method gradually outperforms error concealment. For
Table-Tennis video, the improved PSNR values, which range from 1 to 4 dB, are
rather significant, as shown in Fig. 14a. In Fig. 15, we show two pairs of video frames
recovered based on the proposed method and error concealment of H.264 for visual
verification. One can see that the visual quality of Fig. 15a and c obtained by the
proposed method are significantly better than that of Fig. 15b and d obtained by
H.264. The reason is that hash length is large enough (corresponding to the fact the
hiding carrier is large enough in the Table-tennis video) to find a candidate block
most similar to the lost block. More specifically, it can be found by comparing Fig. 15a
and Fig. 15b that the visual quality of table tennis bat, which exhibits large motions
during a period of frames, in Fig. 15a is more clear than that in Fig. 15b without
revealing remnant red shadow. Similarly, the quality of Fig. 15c is visually clear than
Fig. 15d in the table tennis bat and bottom-left tabletop without leaving remnant
artifact.

For the Foreman video, the proposed method obtains most of its improvement
at the end of GOPs due to efficient suppression of error propagation, as shown in
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(a) cover video frame 46 (d) watermarked video frame 46

(b) cover video frame 52 (e) watermarked video frame 52

(c) cover video frame 59 (f) watermarked video frame 59

Fig. 12 Visual quality comparison of Table-Tennis between a–c cover video frame and d–f water-
marked video frame

Fig. 14b. Figure 16 further shows the visual quality comparison between the proposed
method and EC of H.264. By comparing Fig. 16a and b, the visual quality of Fig. 16a
is degraded more than Fig. 16b because (i) the blocks’ motions are similar to their
neighbors’ motions (see later explanation in Fig. 18, Foreman, GOP 4: the average
MVs matching probability is 0.86 for Thm = 20) such that the error concealment
mechanism in H.264 can recover the lost macroblocks well (e.g., frames 45–59);
(ii) the non-zero coefficients in DP C are not enough (corresponding to the fact
the hiding carrier is not large enough for the Foreman video) to hide the hash
bits at the encoder. On the other hand, the proposed method outperforms H.264’s
error concealment when the neighboring blocks’ correlations are small (see later
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(a) cover video frame 61 (d) watermarked video frame 61

(b) cover video frame 67 (e) watermarked video frame 67

(c) cover video frame 74 (f) watermarked video frame 74

Fig. 13 Visual quality comparison of Foreman between a–c cover video frame and d–f watermarked
video frame

explanation in Fig. 18, GOP 5: the average MVs matching probability is 0.46 for
Thm = 5), as shown in Fig. 16c and d.

From these experimental results, it is obvious that the recovery of macroblocks
using the proposed method usually shows smooth and natural visual information,
while discontinuous effects can be observed using traditional error concealment. In
addition, some hints are obtained that are helpful to further improve error resilience.
That is, one can approximately incorporate data hiding-based macroblock hash
matching and error concealment for purpose of error resilience. According to our
observations, block hash assisted motion estimation is rather helpful for macroblocks
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Fig. 14 Comparison of error resilience between the proposed method and H.264 error concealment
for a Table-tennis video and b Foreman video

with inconsistent motions in the neighboring blocks, while error concealment is very
useful to recover lost packets with motions consistent with their neighboring blocks
without wasting bit rates for embedding.

(a) Proposed method (frame 52) (PSNR=33.63 dB) (b)H.264 EC (frame 52) (PSNR=25.10 dB )

(c)Proposed method (frame 59)(PSNR=29.05 dB ) (d)H.264 EC (frame 59) (PSNR=22.94 dB )

Fig. 15 Visual quality comparison of Table-Tennis: a the video frame reconstructed using the
proposed method (frame 52); and b the video frame reconstructed using error concealment (frame
52); c the video frame reconstructed using the proposed method (frame 59); and d the video
frame reconstructed using error concealment (frame 59). One notes from b and d, when compared,
respectively, with a and c, that some poorly recovered results are obviously perceived
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(a) Proposed method (frame 55) (PSNR=31.59 dB ) (b) H.264 EC (frame 55) (PSNR=37.05 dB )

(c) Proposed method (frame 70) (PSNR=32.74 dB ) (d) H.264 EC (frame 70) (PSNR=30.45 dB )

Fig. 16 Visual quality comparison of Foreman: a the video frame reconstructed using the proposed
method (frame 55); and b the video frame reconstructed using H.264 error concealment (frame
55); c the video frame reconstructed using the proposed method (frame 70); and d the video frame
reconstructed using H.264 error concealment (frame 70)

6.3 Verification of analytic results

In this section, we will provide experimental evidence to further verify analytic
comparison between the proposed method and the benchmark, FEC. For the
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Fig. 18 The motion vectors
matching probabilities (pcmv)
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experiments described above, when FEC is applied for error recovery, the average
number of motion vectors in a macroblock for each GOP is shown in Fig. 17 and the
average probability of motion vector matching is shown in Fig. 18. For the proposed
method, the average number, nmh, of partitioned blocks in a macroblock for each
GOP is shown in Fig. 19 and the hash matching probability is shown in Fig. 20. From
the numerical results above, we can derive pcmh ≈ 1 and nmh = 1.03 for the proposed
method. On the other hand, if the threshold used for measuring motion similarity
in terms of Euclidean distance is set to a higher value, Thm = 20 (see Fig. 18),
then pcmv = 0.72 and nmv = 3.20 can be derived for EC of H.264. Therefore, the
relationship of between pcmh

nmh and pcmv
nmv is derived to be pcmh

nmh = 1 > pcmv
nmv =

0.35, which implies that this study’s analytic result is identical to the experimental
result.

Fig. 19 The average number
of partitioned blocks or hash
sequences (nmh) in a
macroblock for different
GOPs
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Fig. 20 The media hash
matching probabilities (pcmh)
in the candidate pool of
different GOPs
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6.4 Discussion

As we can see in the above subsections, our method can obtain either better
or comparable results with the fundamental mechanism, i.e., error concealment
associated with the advanced coding standard, H.264 (case 3 of FEC). In addition,
the proposed method has been verified to meet the analytic results. However, these
results are achieved mainly at the expense of an increase in computational complexity
for searching candidate blocks at decoder.

7 Conclusions

This paper proposes a solution to robust video joint encryption and transmission with
errors tolerated up to the level of bursty packet loss. We investigated a macroblock
hash embedding scheme at the encoder and exploited the extracted hashes for
macroblock matching at the decoder to achieve estimation and compensation of
motion vectors. Since the embedded macroblock hashes are available at the decoder,
the research shows that such information is helpful for resisting errors in a non-blind
manner. It is also worth noting that, since video block hash preserves the condensed
content to facilitate the search of similar blocks, motion estimation is implicitly
performed through robust media hash matching—that is the unique characteristic
of this method. In particular, the advantage of the proposed method is that even
if the number of lost packets in a frame is larger than one (as opposed to the
recovery limitation of [27]), this method can still provide effective error recovery.
In addition, the proposed method can be used for error-resilient video encryption
and transmission simultaneously. These constitute the major contributions of this
study.
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